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The ESSID, MAC address, Hostname, and the number
of times a SSID was observed of each IP were

displayed. At first glance, the software looks exactly as
advertised and does a fine job. However, upon closer

examination you will notice that the lack of
customization options will require a lot of patience
when trying to figure out how the product functions
and will make it difficult to implement and use for

others. If you are going to take the time and effort to
make customizations, then we suggest that you provide
a tutorial for users. Easy to use and doesn't slow down
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your computer at all! It works great and saved me a lot
of time. Heather - Spiceworks Admin July 2, 2019 No,
I do not recommend this software Does what it says it
will do. JT - Educator July 1, 2019 Works good but
does not work in Windows 10. Daniel - Computer

Repair June 30, 2019 Works great! No problems in it.
Vishal - Software Developer June 27, 2019 The

software is working fine. Xiaoyun - Tester June 27,
2019 Good stuff! Just make sure to check out the
history of scans before using it Mona - IT June 22,

2019 Works great with our custom policy. Thank you.
Ben - Writer June 19, 2019 Scanner looks useful.
Reminds me a lot of ESET's Web proxy. Supports

SMB 2.0, which I appreciate. Installation and
execution is not very friendly, mostly because of the

minimal explaination. To get started, you first need to
go into the options menu and from there get further

instructions, which are scattered all over the place (the
'help' and 'about' dialogs included. Well, if you don't

mind working with the product itself and a simple one
at that, this is a very useful, very easy to use and very
light-weight program. It was a nice surprise for me

when I didn't encounter too many issues or issues at all
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when installing it on my Windows 10 Pro machine.
Rob - IT June 18, 2019 This is awesome. Thank you so

much for this program. Larry - Managing Director
June 12, 2019 I would like to know what 09e8f5149f
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- Search IP addresses, MAC addresses and hostnames
for each of the addresses in the selected IP range. -
Find the open DNS servers in the list. - If you select
DNS manually, it will search for open DNS servers in
the internet. - Display the IP address, MAC address,
host name, and possible Malware associated with the
IP address. - Scan subnets and displayed IP addresses
can be selected via list or check boxes. - You can
choose to report on all or just a specific addresses
(subnet). - The ability to select the results. - Scan raw
results with the ability to toggle between disk scan and
network scan. - Scan a host IP with the ability to toggle
between MAC and IP based scan. - If you select DNS
manually, it will search for open DNS servers in the
internet. - Searches PCFINDER DNS Cache
(Searching Not Completed) - Scan Results with the
ability to clear cache DNS records. - The ability to
search for specific source IP addresses. - The ability to
search for specific network interfaces. - The ability to
search for specific MAC address. - The ability to scan
Active Hosts / Up and running Hosts (If Active Server
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Group is selected) - The ability to scan shares - The
ability to scan LDAP / Active Directory. - The ability
to run WAN scan. - Ability to select the time interval
between scans (time interval of 100 msec, 1sec, 2sec
etc.) - Scan IP Range (Count / Include IP Address
which is valid) - Scan subnets. (Count / Include IP
Address which is valid) - Scan hosts (Count / Include
IP Address which is valid) - Scan Active Hosts / Up
and running Hosts (If Active Server Group is selected)
- Scan shares (Count / Include IP Address which is
valid) - Scan LDAP / Active Directory. (Count /
Include IP Address which is valid) - Scan WAN
(Count / Include IP Address which is valid) - Scan
DNS Cache (Count / Include IP Address which is
valid) - Scan DNS IP Cache (Count / Include IP
Address which is valid) - Scan Network (Count /
Include IP Address which is valid) - Scan ARP cache.
(Count / Include IP Address which is valid) - Scan
DNS server (Count / Include IP Address which is
valid) - Scan IP Responder Cache (Count /

What's New In PCFinder?
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Thanks for taking a look at the PCFinder app.
PCFinder has been designed to make it very easy to
find out all the hosts connected to your network. The
main window gives you a clean and simple view of
your IP address range. When you enter an IP address in
the search box it shows you all hosts that have that IP
address. You can sort by country, by MAC address,
host name or by network name. Clicking on the
country link will show you all the hosts connected to
that region. If you have a large range of IP addresses
you can click on the MAC address link to show the
MAC address and Host name. You can also click on
the host name link to show the host name connected to
that IP address. If you click the network name link you
can perform a WAN scan of all the hosts on the
network. If this is enabled then the number of
connected hosts will be shown in the'scanning' status.
If you want to scan a specific IP address or host name
then you can select the checkbox and then click on the
scan button. This will scan the IP address or host name
and then show it in the main window. PCFinder is a
very easy to use Windows utility that allows you to
easily scan an IP range and retrieve information such
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as hostnames and MAC addresses. With a clean and
straightforward look, PCFinder prompts you to input
the IP range you wish to scan, while the main window
is also being used to display each IP address along with
the MAC address and the host name. There are
dedicated tools to search for a specific entry in results
or even sort the results by IP address, MAC address or
host name. PCFinder also boasts an options screen that
allows you to enable fast MAC lookup, resolve host
names and enable WAN scan, with a separate field for
defining the number of threats. Additionally, you can
enable DNS hostname resolution, with three separate
options, namely automatic, always and never. The
program completes the scanning job pretty fast,
without slowing down the machine too much. It works
flawlessly on all Windows versions and it doesn't even
ask for administrator privileges when used on
Windows 7. There's no help file included in the app
but chances are that you don't even need one since
everything's so intuitive, but in case you need
assistance on one of the features you have no other
option than to search the Internet. Overall, PCFinder is
a handy software solution that does its job very
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System Requirements:

Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7 Intel
Pentium 4 3.2GHz or better CPU or AMD Athlon XP
2200+ 2 GB RAM (4GB recommended) 15 GB of free
hard disk space DirectX 9.0c compatible video card
with at least 32MB Video RAM 1024×768 display
resolution Radeon 2000 series (RV200) or Nvidia
GeForce 8 series (GTX 845) Sound card with
microphone input (HDA O2) SD card (minimum 512
MB)
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